Assignment 3

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Choose the correct options:

1) Function of the Nipper assembly is to
   - Grip the lap sheet throughout the combing cycle  
   - Move the lap sheet forward
   - Move the lap sheet backward
   - Grip and release lap sheet
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Grip and release lap sheet

2) The function of top comb is to comb the
   - Forward end of the fringe combed by cylinder comb
   - Backward end of the fringe combed by cylinder comb
   - Entire fringe combed by cylinder comb
   - Only middle part of the fringe combed by cylinder comb
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Backward end of the fringe combed by cylinder comb

3) The detaching rollers turn in
   - Forward direction only
   - Backward direction only
   - Both directions
   - Forward direction in intermittent manner
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Both directions

4) Piecing of detached fringes
   - Improves regularity
   - Maintains continuity
   - Creates fault
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Maintains continuity

5) Rocking shaft is the source of motion
   - Nipper assembly
   - Top comb
   - Cylinder comb
   - Detaching roller
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers:
   Nipper assembly

Top comb